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Red Hat is taking steps toward a
fully cloud-native business process
and decision management platform
June 29 2021
by Carl Lehmann
The recent release of Red Hat’s Process Automation Manager is positioned as a
business process application development platform, and is based on the open
source project Kogito. It’s the first step on a journey to become a fully cloud-native
architecture for business process automation and application development.
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Introduction
Red Hat has been a long-standing member in the business process management (BPM) market. Its flagship
offering, Process Automation Manager, is positioned as a business process application development platform.
It’s equipped with process modeling and automation tools, case and rules management capabilities, and
process monitoring and management controls.
Process Automation Manager is unusual in its ability to support decision modeling and decision automation, as
well as complex event processing. It was developed on the open source projects Drools (a rules engine), jBPM (a
workflow engine) and Optaplanner (a constraint solver). Architecturally, however, it did not fully support cloudnative computing services. Nor do many other BPM vendors for that matter. The latest release introduces
components of open source project Kogito, which will equip Process Automation Manager with cloud-native
business automation technology for building cloud-ready business applications.

THE 451 TAKE
Many BPM offerings on the market today are positioning as low-/no-code application development
platforms. BPM vendors strive to simplify the use of their platforms to put them in the hands of
less technical business professionals. Red Hat, on the other hand, is squarely focused on helping
application developers build modern business automation applications as efficiently as possible. For
Red Hat to fulfill this objective, it must offer fully cloud-native technologies, and enable the gradual
migration of Process Automation Manager to a Kogito-based (cloud-native) architecture. It’s is a
pioneering move that is likely to be very popular.

Details
Our research indicates that industry-leading enterprises are strategically and methodically pursuing cloudnative computing because it promises compelling advantages for application development in the digital
business era. It decouples applications from infrastructure, and decomposes applications into sequences
of containers, microservices and serverless functions. It can free developers to concentrate on crafting logic,
improving development quality, and accelerating the deployment of mission-critical applications. Workloads of
all types can also be distributed to the runtime environments they are best suited in.
Red Hat is essentially doing to process automations what it did for applications – decompose them into a series
of microservices and maintain them within a Kubernetes-based containerized architecture that can execute in
multiple runtime environments. As the evolution of the Process Automation Manager product roadmap and
Kogito strategy are realized, Red Hat will eventually be creating a series of automation-as-a-service offerings
that will drive demand for its products, as well as help the company expand its managed service offerings.
Red Hat’s Process Automation Manager now supports the Kogito cloud-native runtime engine for creating
rules, decisions and resource-planning optimization capabilities. Kogito packages process- and decisionbased applications as containerized microservices with specialized runtimes that can be managed by
Kubernetes, which provides (among other things) automatic, elastic scaling to accommodate complex
workloads. Like Process Automation Manager and Red Hat’s business rules management offering, Kogito
draws on capabilities from Drools, jBPM and OptaPlanner and takes advantage of several cloud-native
technologies, including Kafka for data stream processing, Knative for serverless functions, and Quarkus to
improve the performance of Java-based code.
Historically, BPM platforms have been both development and runtime environments. They are capable
of process modeling and automation and, when development is complete, act as the runtime execution
environment. This design essentially made BPM platforms DevOps environments, where changes and additions
to process designs and code can be made quickly. The BPM platform takes care of things like scheduling
instances of the applications for execution, managing the application lifecycle, and coordinating the
communication between them.
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This design, however, creates a layer of abstraction away from potential cloud-native services, which, in most
cases, can offer a greater range of capabilities (e.g., database, analytics, disaster recovery, AI services) and can
be more efficient, economical and better able to scale. With the move to Kogito, Red Hat is gradually enabling
all the capabilities of its Process Automation Manager technology to run on cloud-native architecture and
exploit the cloud services of potentially multiple cloud services providers.
Red Hat’s strategy is to evolve away from traditional automation platform technology toward a set of cloudbased automation services enabled, in part, by Kogito. It is planning a three-part, staged evolution in the
coming year, to gradually migrate customers to its vision of automation services. Phase one is to enable
decision automation built on Kogito. It will support a limited set of Kogito back-end services for basic decision
automation, and include some integration with Kafka data-stream processing capabilities.
Phase two will use Kogito for process automation, and include some decision monitoring capabilities from the
open source TrustyAI (explainable AI) project. Phase three is a fully deployed cloud-native platform running on
Kogito and offered as a set of managed services. Overall, Red Hat’s goal is to provide cloud-native business
automation capabilities that support its hybrid cloud strategy and drive demand for its emerging set of
OpenShift managed services. The latest version of Process Automation Manager is a big step in this direction.
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